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ABSTRACT Underwater acoustic networks (UANs) have emerged as a new wireless sensor network
structure widely used in many applications. Sensor nodes are usually placed in a hostile and unattended
underwater environment to gather information with limited resource. Since the underwater information
is sensitive and special, only authenticated users have rights to get the information. The existing secure
resource-constrained authentication schemes are not inapplicable for underwater acoustic networks, so a
lightweight authentication scheme is the primarily task in underwater acoustic networks. In this paper,
we present a chaotic maps remote user authentication and key agreement scheme for underwater acoustic
networks based on the DLP and DHP, in which only authenticated users have rights to obtain the information.
The proposed scheme applies the lightweight cryptographic primitives, such as one-way hash function and
chaotic maps to accomplish mutual authentication and key agreement for underwater acoustic networks.
The security of the proposed scheme is certified by applying the BAN logic and Random Oracle Model.
Security analysis shows that our proposed scheme is safe and can meet ten security requirements and seven
security goals. Performance analysis shows that our proposed scheme is more efficient compared with other
resource-constrained schemes.

INDEX TERMS Authentication, chaotic maps, DHP, DLP, lightweight.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing frequency of human activities in the
ocean, more and more information need to be transmitted
from the underwater environment, and the underwater acous-
tic networks (UANs) communication technology has been
widely applied in scientific expedition, marine engineering
construction, investigation and development of submarine
mineral resources, and military fields. These applications
have also put forward higher requirements for the reliability
and safety of underwater acoustic network communications.

The sensor nodes are often placed in a hostile and
unattended underwater environment to gather information,
so it is necessary to guarantee the secure communication
among the sensor node, the user and the gateway node.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Javed Iqbal .

Besides, the underwater acoustic channel is a public cir-
cumstance, which makes underwater acoustic communica-
tion more vulnerable to various attacks [1]. Recent studies
on UANs mainly focus on network construction or protocol
management [2], while only a few studies have been done
on network safety [1]–[5]. Consequently, we chiefly study
the safety matters for UANs in this scheme. Authentication
is the first line of defense to achieve secure communication.
Since the information gathered by underwater sensor nodes is
sensitive and protected, only authenticated users have rights
to get the information.

Despite UANs possess certain analogous characteristics
with other constrained resource wireless sensor networks,
for instance, nodes are placed in an unattended environ-
ment and nodes are battery-powered [4], [17], UANs are
fully distinct from other wireless senor networks in a great
many of respects: absorption and attenuation, multi-channel
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propagation, Doppler frequency shift, time-varying, environ-
mental noise. In addition, the construction cost of under-
water sensor nodes is higher than other conventional sensor
nodes [2]. Therefore, due to these differences, the existing
secure authentication schemes with constrained resources are
not inapplicable for underwater acoustic networks. Underwa-
ter acoustic networks communication requires a new authen-
tication scheme.

An excellent authentication and key agreement scheme
enables two or more parties to transmit data safely over
a public channel, and communication parties can encrypt
and decrypt the information through the negotiated session
key [21]. The sensor node has constrained resource and weak
calculation and storage abilities, so a lightweight authen-
tication and key agreement scheme is necessary in such a
network. Based on the analysis of some previous literatures,
we come to a conclusion that lightweight authentication
methods are roughly divided into three types. The first type
is merely based on the one-way hash function [6]–[11].
The second type applies the Elliptic Curve to accomplish the
authentication [22]–[27]. The last type, which is also adopted
in this scheme, is the chaotic maps [12]–[21].

Next, we give a brief explanation of the three types of
lightweight authentication schemes. Das [6] proposed the
robust password-based remote user authentication scheme
using smart card for the Integrated EPR Information System,
and Li et al. [7] also introduced secure remote user authen-
tication and key agreement scheme for the Integrated EPR
Information System at the same year. They both applied
the lightweight hash function to fulfill mutual authentication
in their schemes. Nevertheless, Jung et al. [8] showed that
Das [6] and Li et al. [7] suffered from off-line password
guessing attack, user impersonate attack, could not protect
user anonymity, and did not provide password change section.
Koya and Deepthi [9] presented a hybrid anonymous authen-
tication scheme using the physiological signal to overcome
sensor node impersonation attack and Chang and Le [10]
came up with an efficient and flexible authentication scheme,
which provides perfect forward and backward secrecy.
Kumar et al. [11] carried out mutual authentication among
the user, the gateway and the sensor node for secure detection
in coal mines.

Lin [12] presented an improved authentication scheme
by applying the property of Chebyshev chaotic maps to
achieve user anonymity and good efficiency. Zhu [13] pointed
out that static ID is unable to protect user anonymity in
client–server environment and dynamic ID in the authenti-
cation scheme based on Chebyshev chaotic maps can resist
active attacks as well as has better computational efficiency.
However, Truong et al. [14] showed the scheme is vulnerable
to malicious user attack and common session key attack.
Truong et al. [14] also showed the scheme [13] is not able to
achieve perfect forward security. The anonymity protection
is very vital in three-party communication wireless sensor
network [15], medical information networks [16], [17], and
roaming authentication networks [18]. Xie et al. [19] first

carried out three-party password authenticated scheme with-
out utilizing timestamp based on chaotic maps instead of
modular exponentiation and scalar multiplication on an ellip-
tic curve. Their protocol is robust enough to withstand various
attacks. Lee et al. [20] proposed a new three-party authen-
tication scheme on the foundation of chaotic maps without
using password, which had the ability to boycott the pass-
word guessing attack and protect user from forgery attack.
In the opinion of Lee et al. [20], there are three problems
in the scheme [19], which are anonymity of users, on-line
password guessing attack and password table maintenance
problem. Unfortunately, Jabbari and Mohasefi [21] proved
that scheme [20] fails to guarantee user anonymity.

Elliptic curves are also used in many environments
to implement authentication, such as multi-server envi-
ronment [22], agriculture monitoring environment [23],
IOT environments [24], [25], medical information sys-
tem environment [26], cloud computing environment [27].
Compared with other lightweight authentication schemes,
Chebyshev chaotic maps have higher level of efficiency and
security [1], [6], [18], [20], [28].

The chief contributions of this scheme are as follows:

1) Our proposed scheme accomplishes mutual authentica-
tion among the user, the gateway and the sensor node
by conducting two full rounds of four messages flows.
The first message is from the user to the gateway node,
the second is from the gateway node to the sensor
node, the third is from the sensor node to the gateway
node and the last message is from the gateway node to
the user.

2) In our proposed scheme, we devise a smart card
pre-authenticationmechanism to inspect the legitimacy
of the user at the login terminal, we use random num-
ber mechanism to protect the user anonymity and we
employ the timestamp mechanism to guarantee the
freshness of the messages.

3) The security of the proposed scheme is certified by
applying the BAN logic and Random Oracle Model.
Security analysis shows that our proposed scheme is
safe and can meet ten security requirements and seven
security goals. Performance analysis shows that our
proposed scheme ismore efficient and robust compared
with other resource-constrained schemes.

4) As far as we know, we are the first to apply Chebyshev
chaotic maps to underwater environments and design
a remote user authentication mechanism suitable for
underwater acoustic networks communication.

The rest of this paper is presented as follows. In Section II,
we discuss some basic mathematical preliminaries needed
for describing and analyzing our scheme. In Section III,
we present the underwater model and requirements.
In Section IV, we introduce our proposed scheme in detail.
In Section V and Section VI, we demonstrate the safety
and feasibility of our proposed scheme through formal and
informal analysis. In Section VII, we make a comparison
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among our proposed scheme with other schemes. Finally,
we make a conclusion in Section VIII.

II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we will chiefly present some definitions about
the Chebyshev chaotic maps and one-way hash function.
Some notations and abbreviations used in this paper are
briefly presented in table 1.

TABLE 1. Notations and abbreviations.

A. CHEBYSHEV CHAOTIC MAPS
Definition 1: Chebyshev polynomial is presented as:

Tn(x) = cos(n · arccos(x)), x ∈ [−1, 1]

We calculate the first six terms:

T0(x) = 1

T1(x) = x

T2(x) = 2x2 − 1

T3(x) = 4x3 − 3x

T4(x) = 8x4 − 8x2 + 1

T5(x) = 16x5 − 20x3 + 5x

From first six recurrent terms, Chebyshev polynomial is
expressed as:

Tn(x) = 2xTn(x)− Tn−2(x), (n ≥ 2)

The semi group property and chaos property are two primary
properties possessed in Chebyshev polynomial.
Definition 2 (Semi Group Property):

Tg(Th(x)) = cos(g · arccos(cos(h · arccos(x))))

Th(Tg(x)) = cos(h · arccos(cos(g · arccos(x))))

Tg(Th(x)) = Th(Tg(x))

Definition 3 (Chao Property):The Chebyshev polynomials
map Tn(x) : [−1, 1]→ [−1, 1] of degree n > 1 is a chaotic
map with invariant density as: ∂(x) = 1/π

√
1− x2 for the

Lyapunov exponent λ = ln n.

B. ENHANCED CHEBYSHEV CHAOTIC MAPS
Definition 1 (Enhanced Chebyshev Polynomial is

Expressed as):

Tn(x) = 2xTn(x)− Tn−2(x) mod q

where q is a large prime and x ∈ (−∞,+∞) [19]. The
enhanced Chebyshev chaotic maps still has semi group prop-
erty and chaos property.
Definition 2 (DLP):Given α and β, it is unable to compute

an integer λ to compute Tλ(α) mod q = β.
Definition 3 (DHP):Given α,Tλ(α) and Tβ (α), it is unable

to compute Tλβ (α).

C. HASH FUNCTION
Hash function plays a very important role in the field of mod-
ern cryptography and information security. Messages of arbi-
trary length are compacted into a fixed-length bit string by a
specific hash function. Let the functionH : {0, 1}α → {0, 1}n

is a hash function with an output length of n, and then the
function H satisfies hashing, resistance to weak (strong) col-
lision, one-way and validity, details see references [29], [30].

III. UNDERWATER MODEL AND REQUIREMENTS
In this section, we first present network model, communica-
tion model and threat model. Next, we propose the security
requirements and goals.

A. NETWORK MODEL
There are four parties in our proposed scheme that the
RC(Registration Center), the gateway node(GWN), the user
and the sensor nodes(SNs). The registration center is only
for off-line registration of the sensor nodes and the gateway
nodes, and does not participate in the communication process.
In fact, only three parties that the sensor nodes, the gateway
nodes and the users send messages to each other.

The gateway node is a trustful party with larger memory
and higher security, which is used to validate the user and the
sensor node by swapping messages between the user and the
sensor nodes, perform mutual authentication and negotiate
session key.

The sensor node is a specific sensor device with restricted
resource, which is often placed in a hostile and unattended
underwater environment to gather data.

The user first needs to register at the gateway node and
then becomes a valid user through mutual authentication and
finally gets the information gathered by the sensor nodes.

B. COMMUNICATION MODEL
We consider an underwater acoustic communication model
with four messages interchange in our proposed scheme as
shown in figure 1. By conducting two full rounds of four
messages flows [33], the user, the gateway node and the
sensor node are able to successfully validate each other. The

FIGURE 1. Communication model.
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TABLE 2. Security requirements and goals.

user dispatches the login request message {LH6,LH10,T1}
to the GWN. The GWN dispatches the message {LH15,T2}
to the sensor node. The sensor node dispatches the message
{LH17,LH19,LH20,T3} to the GWN. The GWN dispatches
the message {LH21,LH22,LH17,T4} to the user.

C. THREAT MODEL
We consider the threat model for designing our scheme sim-
ilar to that in [32].

D. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS AND GOALS
In 2012, Madhusudhan and Mittal [31] advanced a new stan-
dard of nine security requirements and ten goals for a secure
remote user authentication mechanism. In 2016, Wang and
Wang [32] indicated that though the standard advanced in lit-
erature [31] is superior to the others, it still has redundancies
and ignores some intrinsic collisions among the standard. The
author then proposed twelve independent evaluation criteria.
In 2018,Wang et al. [33] made some simple modifications on
these twelve criteria. We refer to the above standards and
according to the characteristics of underwater acoustic com-
munication, the evaluation standards in our proposed scheme
should meet the following security requirements and goals.

IV. OUR PROPORSED SCHEME
There are eight sections in our scheme: initialization section,
gateway node registration section, sensor node registration
section, user registration section, login section, authentication
and key management section, sensor node section, password
change section.

A. INITIALIZATION SECTION
Step1: The RC(Registration Center) freely chooses a high

entropy integer x.
Step2: The RC randomly choose c as its private key, and

computes QRC = Tc(x) mod q as its public key, where q is a
large prime number.
Step3: The RC chooses a hash function h() and keeps c

secretly. Then, RC publishes parameter {q, x,QRC , h()}.

B. GATEWAY NODE REGISTRATION
Step1: The RC chooses GWIDk as an identity for the

gateway node, and computes Gwk = h(GWIDk ||c).
Step2: The RC sends (GWIDk ,Gwk ) to the gateway node.

C. SENSOR NODE REGISTRATION
Step1: The RC chooses SNIDj as an identity for the sensor

node, and according to topological relationship, computes

Sj = h(SNIDj||GWIDk ||c).

Step2: The RC sends (SNIDj, Sj) to the sensor node.
The registration of the sensor node and the gateway node is

executed in a safe off-line environment prior to their deploy-
ment in the target topology area. After completing the above
tasks, the RC sends the information (SNIDj, Sj) to the gateway
node according to topological relationship. The gateway node
stores {GWIDk ,Gwk , SNIDj, Sj} in the memory safely.

D. USER REGISTRATION
Step1:The user freely chooses his identity IDi, one random

number ri, his password PWi, and the other random num-
ber rp.
Step2: The user computes RIDi = h(IDi||ri), RPWi =

h(PWi||rp) and sends the request (RIDi,RPWi) to the gateway
node via a safe channel.
Step3: After getting the request message, the gate-

way node generates a random number g and computes
LH0 = Tg(x) mod q,LH1 = h(RIDi||GWIDk )⊕ h(RPWi||g),
LH2 = h(Gwk ) ⊕ h(RIDi||RPWi). The gateway node stores
{h(),LH1,LH2} in a smart card(SC) and issues SC to the user
safely.
Step4:After getting the SC, the user computes LH3 = ri⊕

h(IDi||PWi), LH4 = rp ⊕ h(IDi||PWi), LH5 = h(RIDi||ri)⊕
h(RPWi||rp). The user issues {LH3,LH4,LH5} into smart
card. Finally, SC includes {h(),LH1,LH2,LH3,LH4,LH5}.

E. LOGIN SECTION
Step1: After inserting SC into the card reader of a specific
terminal device, the user inputs his identity IDi and password
PWi.
Step2: The SC computes: r∗i = LH3 ⊕ h(IDi||PWi), r∗p =

LH4⊕h(IDi||PWi),RID∗i = h(IDi||r∗i ),RPW
∗
i = h(PWi||r∗p ),

LH∗5 = h(RID∗i ||r
∗
i )⊕ h(RPW

∗
i ||r
∗
p ).

Step3: The SC inspects that the equation LH∗5 = LH5
is true or not. If the equation is true, the identity and pass-
word are validated successfully. If not, terminate this section
instantaneously.
Step4: The SC produces a random digit rsc and computes

LH6 = Trsc(x) mod q, KU−G = TrscTg(x) mod q,LH7 =

LH1 ⊕ h(T1), LH8 = LH2 ⊕ h(RIDi||RPWi),LH9 =

h(T1||LH1||LH2),LH10 = EKU−G (LH7||LH8||LH9), where T1
is the current timestamp.
Step5: The SC dispatches the login request message
{LH6,LH10,T1} to the gateway node.

F. AUTHENTICATION AND KEY MANAGEMENT SECTION
Step1:After getting the login request message {LH6,LH10,

T1}, the gateway node first computes whether T2−T1 ≤ 1T
holds, where T2 is the time when the gateway node gets
the request message, and 1T is the allowable maximum
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TABLE 3. Login section.

transmission time interval. If hold, proceed to the step2, if not,
terminate this section instantaneously.
Step2: The gateway node computes KU−G = LH6 ·LH0 =

TrscTg(x) mod q, LH11 = DKU−G (LH10), decrypts LH10 with
KU−G, and then obtains {LH7,LH8,LH9}.
Step3: The gateway node computes LH∗1 = LH7 ⊕ h(T1),

LH∗2 = LH8 ⊕ h(RIDi||RPWi), LH∗9 = h(T1||LH∗1 ||LH
∗

2 ).
Step4: The gateway node inspects that the equation LH∗9 =

LH9 is true or not. If the equation holds, the user is validated
successfully. If not, terminate this section instantaneously.
Step5: The gateway node computesKG−S = TSjTg(x) mod

q, LH12 = h(Sj) ⊕ h(RIDi||RPWi), LH13 = h(SNIDj) ⊕
h(Gwk ), LH14 = LH2 ⊕ h(T2), LH15 = EKG−S (LH12
||LH13||LH14), and dispatches the message {LH15,T2} to the
sensor node.
Step6:Upon getting the message {LH15,T2} at time T3, the

sensor node checks the freshness of time T2 by the means
of T3 − T2 ≤ 1T . If hold, proceed to the step7, if not,
terminate this section instantaneously.
Step7: The sensor node computes KG−S = TSjTg(x) mod

q, LH16 = DKG−S (LH15), decrypts LH15 with KG−S , and then
obtains {LH12,LH13,LH14,LH6}.
Step8: The sensor node computes h(RIDi||RPWi)∗ =

h(Sj) ⊕ LH12, h(Gwk )∗ = h(SNIDj) ⊕ LH13, LH∗14 =
h(Gwk )∗ ⊕ h(RIDi||RPWi)∗ ⊕ h(T2).
Step9: The sensor node inspects that the equation LH∗14 =

LH14 is true or not. If the equation holds, the gateway node is
validated successfully. If not, terminate this section instanta-
neously.
Step10: The sensor node produces a random digit rsn

and computes: LH17 = Trsn(x) mod q, LH18 = TrsnTrsc
(h(SNIDj||Sj)||h(Gwk )||h(RIDi||RPWi)) mod q, LH19 =

h(LH18||h(SNIDj||Sj)||h(T2)),LH20 = h(SNIDj||Sj)⊕ h(T3).

TABLE 4. The message from the gateway to the sensor node.

TABLE 5. The message from the sensor node to the gateway.

The sensor node dispatches the message {LH17,LH19,

LH20,T3} to the gateway node.
Step11:Upon getting the message {LH17,LH19,LH20,T3}

at time T4, the gateway node checks the freshness of time T3
by the means of T4−T3 ≤ 1T . If hold, proceed to the step12,
if not, terminate this section instantaneously.
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TABLE 6. The message from the gateway to the user.

Step12: The gateway node computes h(SNIDj||Sj)∗ =
LH20 ⊕ h(T3), LH∗18 = TrsnTrsc(h(SNIDj||Sj)∗||h(Gwk )||
h(RIDi||RPWi)) mod q, LH∗19 = h(LH∗18||h(SNIDj||Sj)

∗
||

h(T2)).
Step13: The gateway node inspects that the equation

LH∗19 = LH19 is true or not. If the equation is true, the sensor
node is validated successfully. If not, terminate this section
instantaneously.
Step14:The gateway node computesLH21=h(SNIDj||Sj)⊕

h(T4), LH22 = h(h(SNIDj||Sj)||h(T1)||LH18||h(Gwk )). The
gateway node dispatches themessage {LH21,LH22,LH17,T4}
to the user.
Step15:Upon getting the message {LH21,LH22,LH17,T4}

at time T5, the SC checks the freshness of time T4 by the
means of T5−T4 ≤ 1T . If hold, proceed to the step16, if not,
terminate this section instantaneously.
Step16: The SC computes: h(SNIDj||Sj)∗ = LH21⊕ h(T4),

h(Gwk )∗ = LH2⊕h(RIDi||RPWi), LH∗18 = TrsnTrsc(h(SNIDj
||Sj)∗||h(Gwk )∗||h(RIDi||RPWi)) mod q, LH∗22 = h(h(SNIDj
||Sj)∗||h(T1)||LH∗18||h(Gwk )

∗).
Step17: The user inspects that the equation LH∗22 = LH22

is true or not. If the equation is true, the user validates both
the gateway node and the sensor node successfully. If not,
terminate this section instantaneously. Thus, we have estab-
lished mutual authentication among the user, the gateway and
the sensor node in our scheme and negotiated a session key
SK = LH18.

G. SENSOR NODE ADDITION SECTION
After forming the underwater wireless sensor network, a new
node is likely to be putted in the target topology area because
the sensor nodes are small devices with confining energy and
memory [4], [12]. For the sake of adding new nodes to the
target topology area, the RC executes the 4.3 section in a safe
off-line environment prior to their deployment in the target
topology area. Therefore, the RC can successfully put the new
sensor nodes into the target topology area after carrying out
the sensor node registration section.

TABLE 7. The calculation of session key.

H. PASSWORD MODIFICATION SECTION
When the user is prepared to change his primitive password
PWi to a new password PW new

i , the user executes the follow-
ing steps.
Step1: After inserting SC into the card reader of a specific

end, the user inputs his identity IDi and password PWi.
Step2: The SC computes: r∗i = LH3 ⊕ h(IDi||PWi), r∗p =

LH4⊕h(IDi||PWi),RID∗i = h(IDi||r∗i ),RPW
∗
i = h(PWi||r∗p ),

LH∗5 = h(RID∗i ||r
∗
i )⊕ h(RPW

∗
i ||r
∗
i ).

Step3: The SC inspects that the equation LH∗5 = LH5
is true or not. If the equation is true, the identity and pass-
word are validated successfully. If not, terminate this section
instantaneously.
Step4: The user inputs a new password PW new

i and
random digit rmewp . Next, The SC computes RPW new

i =

h(PW new
i ||r

new
p ), LHnew

1 = LH1 ⊕ h(RPWi||g) ⊕ h(RPW new
i

||g), LHnew
2 = LH2 ⊕ h(RIDi||RPWi) ⊕ h(RIDi||RPW new

i ),
LHnew

3 = LH3 ⊕ h(IDi||PWi) ⊕ h(IDi||PW new
i ), LHnew

4 =

rnewp ⊕ h(IDi||PW new
i ),LHnew

5 = LH5 ⊕ h(RPWi||rp) ⊕
h(RPW new

i ||r
new
p ).

Step5: The SC will replace the corresponding parameters.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we will apply the BAN logic and Random
Oracle Model as the formal analysis and informal analysis to
verify that our proposed scheme is robust and secure against
various attacks.

A. SECURITY PROOF BASED ON BAN-LOGIC
BAN-login is used for checking out the validity and practical-
ity of the proposed scheme in tripartite mutual authentication
and key agreement among the user, the gateway node and the
sensor node.

Some symbols needed in the BAN-logic are represented
as follows, where N and R denote statements, ρ denotes a
principal, andKx−y is a notation for cryptographic encryption
key.

1. ρ| ≡ N: Principal ρ believes N is genuine.
2. ρ GN: Principal ρ receives a message containing N, that

is, principal β sends a message containing N to ρ.
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3. ρ| ∼ N: Principal ρ has sent a message containing N.
4. ρ| ⇒ N: Principal ρ has jurisdiction over N.
5. #(N): N is fresh, that is, N has not been sent as part of

a message before the current round, where N is generally a
temporary value.

6. ρ
K
←→ β: K is the shared key between principal ρ

and principal β, and no one knows K except principal ρ and
principal β and their trust principals.

7. {N}K : Encrypt N with key K .
8. < N >R: The combination of N and R.
Then, we introduce some significant BAN logic postulates

rules as below:
Rule(1). Message-meaning rule: ρ|≡ρ

K
←→β,ρG{N}K
ρ|≡ρ∼N .

Rule(2). Nonce-verification rule: ρ|≡#N,ρ|≡β∼N
ρ|≡β|≡N

Rule(3). Jurisdiction rule: ρ|≡β|≡N,ρ|≡β⇒N
ρ|≡N

Rule(4). Freshness rule: ρ|≡# N
ρ|≡#(N,R)

Rule(5). Belief rule: ρ|≡β|≡(N,R)
ρ|≡β|≡N

On the basis of BAN logic, we ought to achieve eight
authentication goals to verify that our scheme is safe.

Goa1: GWk | ≡ (Ui
KU−G
←→ GWk )

Goa2: GWk | ≡ Ui| ≡ (Ui
KU−G
←→ GWk )

Goa3: SNj| ≡ (GWk
KG−S
←→ SNj)

Goa4: SNj| ≡ GWk | ≡ (GWk
KG−S
←→ SNj)

Goa5: GWk | ≡ (SNj
KG−S
←→ GWk )

Goa6: GWk | ≡ SNj| ≡ (SNj
KG−S
←→ GWk )

Goa7: Ui| ≡ (GWk
KU−G
←→ Ui)

Goa8: Ui| ≡ GWk | ≡ (GWk
KU−G
←→ Ui)

Next, we make some evident and essential presumptions to
explicate our proposed scheme.

P1: Ui| ≡ #(T1)

P2: Ui| ≡ (Ui
KU−G
←→ GWk )

P3: Ui| ≡ #(T4)

P4: Ui| ≡ GWk ⇒ (GWk
KU−G
←→ Ui)

P5: GWk | ≡ #(g)
P6: GWk | ≡ #(Sj)
P7: GWk | ≡ #(T2)

P8: GWk | ≡ (Ui
Trsc(x) mod q
←→ GWk )

P9: GWk | ≡ Ui ⇒ (GWk
KU−G
←→ Ui)

P10: GWk | ≡ SNj ⇒ (SNj
KG−S
←→ GWk )

P11: GWk | ≡ #(SNIDj)

P12: GWk | ≡ (SNj
TSj (x) mod q
←→ Gwk )

P13: SNj| ≡ #(SNIDj)
P14: SNj| ≡ #(Sj)
P15: SNj| ≡ #(g)

P16: SNj| ≡ GWk ⇒ (GWk
KG−S
←→ SNj)

P17: SNj| ≡ (GWk
LH0
←→ SNj)

Here, we show the four idealized modality of the transmit-
ted messages sequences among the userUi, the gateway node
GWk and the sensor node SNj. M1 is from the user to the

gateway node. M2 is from the gateway node to the sensor
node. M3 is from the sensor node to the gateway node. M4 is
from the gateway node to the user.

M1: Ui → GWk : (LH6,LH10,T1) < {((RIDi,GWIDk ),
(RPWi, g),T1), (((RIDi,RPWi),Gwk ), (RIDi,RPWi)), (T1,
LH1,LH2)}LH6,LH6,T1 >

In the light of M1, we are able to gain
S1: GWkG < LH6,LH10,T1 >
In the light of S1, P8 and R(1), we are able to gain
S2: GWk | ≡ Ui ∼< LH7,LH8,LH9 >

In the light of P5, R(4), we are able to gain
S3: GWk | ≡ # (RIDi,GWIDk ,RPWi, g,T1,Gwk )
In the light of S3, S2 and R(2), we are able to gain
S4: GWk | ≡ Ui| ≡ (RIDi,GWIDk ,RPWi, g,T1,Gwk )
In the light of S4 and KU−G = TrscTg(x) mod p, we are

able to gain

S5: GWk | ≡ Ui| ≡ (Ui
KU−G
←→ GWk ) Goal 2

In the light of S5, P9 and R(3), we are able to gain

S6: GWk | ≡ (Ui
KU−G
←→ GWk ) Goal 1

M2: GWk → SNj : (LH15,T2) < {((RIDi,RPWi), Sj),
(SNIDj,Gwk ), (((RIDi,RPWi),Gwk ),T2)} >

In the light of M2, we are able to gain
S7: SNjG < LH15,T2 >
In the light of S7, P17 and R(1), we are able to gain
S8: SNj| ≡ GWk ∼< LH12,LH13,LH14,LH6 >

In the light of P13, P14, P15 and R(4) we are able to gain
S9: SNj| ≡ #(RIDi,RPWi, Sj, SNIDj,Gwk , g,T2)
In the light of S9, S3 and R(2), we are able to gain
S10: SNj| ≡ GWk | ≡ (RIDi,RPWi, Sj, SNIDj,Gwk , g,T2)
In the light of S10 and KG−S = TgTSj (x) mod p, we are

able to gain

S11: SNj| ≡ GWk | ≡ (GWk
KG−S
←→ SNj) Goal 4

In the light of S11, P16 and R(3), we are able to gain

S12: SNj| ≡ (GWk
KG−S
←→ SNj) Goal 3

M3: SNj → GWk : (LH17,LH19,LH20,T3) < {SK , (SK ,
(SNIDj, Sj),T2), ((SNIDj, Sj),T3)},Trsn(x) mod q,T3 >
In the light of M3, we are able to gain
S13: GWkG < LH17,LH19,LH20,T3 >
In the light of S13, P12 and R(1), we are able to gain
S14: GWk | ≡ SNj ∼< LH17,LH19,LH20 >

In the light of P5, P6, P7 and R(4), we are able to gain
S15: GWk | ≡ #(SK , SNIDj, Sj,T2,T3, g)
In the light of S14, S15 and R(2), we are able to gain
S16: GWk | ≡ SNj| ≡ (SK , SNIDj, Sj,T2,T3, g)
In the light of S16 and KG−S = TgTSj (x) mod p, we are

able to gain

S17: GWk | ≡ SNj| ≡ (SNj
KG−S
←→ GWk ) Goal 6

In the light of S17, P10 and R(3), we are able to gain

S18: GWk | ≡ (SNj
KG−S
←→ GWk ) Goal 5

M4: GWk → Ui : (LH17,LH21,LH22,T4) < (Trsn(x)
mod q), ((SNIDj, Sj),T4), ((SNIDj, Sj), T1, SK ,Gwk ),T4 >

In the light of M4, we are able to gain

S19: UiG < LH17,LH21,LH22,T4,GWk
KU−G
←→ Ui >

In the light of S19, P2 and R(1), we are able to gain
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S20: Ui| ≡ GWk ∼< LH17,LH21,LH22,T4,GWk
KU−G
←→

Ui >
In the light of P1, P3 and R(4), we are able to gain
S21: Ui| ≡ #(Trsn(x) mod q, SNIDj, Sj,T1,T4, SK ,

GWk
KU−G
←→ Ui)

In the light of S22, S21and R(2), we are able to gain
S22: Ui| ≡ GWk | ≡ (Trsn(x) mod q, SNIDj, Sj,T1,T4,

SK ,GWk
KU−G
←→ Ui)

In the light of S22, we are able to gain

S23: Ui| ≡ GWk | ≡ (GWk
KU−G
←→ Ui) Goal 8

In the light of S23, P4 and R(3), we are able to gain

S24: Ui| ≡ (GWk
KU−G
←→ Ui) Goal 7

B. SECURITY PROOF BASED ON
RANDOM ORACLE MODEL
In this part, we perform the formal security analysis of our
scheme applying the random oracle model to verify that our
proposed scheme is robust and safe. We employ the similar
method as shown in [11], [34]–[38]. We present two random
oracles:

Reveal: This random oracle will unconditionally output
fixed-length bit string µ from the designated hash function
µ = h(γ ).
Extract: This random oracle will unconditionally output λ

from the designated chaotic map Tλ(x) mod q = β.
Theorem 1: Under the assumption that the one-way hash

function, DLP and DHP closely behave like a random ora-
cle, then our proposed scheme is provably secure against an
aggressor obtaining the session key among the user, the gate-
way and the sensor node.

Proof: Using the upper random oracles to construct an
aggressor 0 who is able to derive the identity of a rightful
user, the secret key session key among the user, the gateway
and the sensor node. The aggressor 0 apply the random ora-
cles to operate the experimental algorithm EXPHASH ,DLP,DHPRMACCMUA
for our proposed remote mutual authentication scheme based
on chaotic maps for underwater acoustic networks, which is
presented inAlgorithm1. Let us define the success probability
for EXPHASH ,DLP,DHPRMACCMUA as succ = |Pr |EXPHASH ,DLP,DHPRMACCMUA =

1| − 1| where, Pr[E] denotes the probability of an event E .
We define Adv(et, qR, qE ) = maxA{succ} as the advantage
function for this experiment, where the maximum is defined
overall 0 with execution time et , and the number of queries
qR and qE made to the Reveal and Extract. Our scheme is
verified robust and secure against an aggressor 0 for session
key if Adv(et, qR, qE ) ≤ ε, for any sufficiently small ε > 0.
In this experiment, if the aggressor 0 is able to invert the
one-way hash function h() and crack DLP and DHP, then
he can successfully obtain communication session key and
win the game. Nevertheless, it is noticeable that the execu-
tion of inverting the hash function and cracking DLP and
DHP is impracticable in polynomial time. In other words,
AdvHASH0 (t1) ≤ ε and AdvDLP,DHP0 (t2) ≤ ε for any suffi-
ciently small ε > 0 according to the section 2.3, Definition 2

and Definition 3. Therefore, we have Adv(et, qR, qE ) ≤ ε.
This verifies that our proposed scheme is provably robust and
secure against an adversary for deriving session key.

Algorithm 1 EXPHASH ,DLP,DHPRMACCMUA

1: Eavesdrop the message {LH6,LH10,T1}, {LH15,T2},
{LH17,LH19,LH20,T3}, {LH21,LH22,LH17,T4} during
the login and authentication section.
2: Call Extract on LH6 and get rsc∗← Reveal(LH6)
3: Call Extract on LH0 and get g∗← Reveal(LH0)
4: call Reveal on input LH8 to get RIDi,RPWi as
(RID∗i ||RPW

∗
i )← Reveal(LH8)

5: if (Gw∗k = Gwk ) then
6: computes: LH∗2 = h(Gw∗k )⊕ h(RID

∗
i ||RPW

∗
i )

7: if (GWID∗k = GWIDk ) then
8: computers: LH∗1 = h(RPW ∗i ||g

∗)⊕ h(GWID∗k ||RID
∗
i )

9: if T ∗1 = T1 then
10: computes LH∗9 = h(T ∗1 ||LH

∗

1 ||LH
∗

2 )
11: Call Reveal on LH12 and get S∗j ← Reveal(LH12)
12: Call Reveal on LH13 and get SNID∗j ← Reveal(LH13)
13: if (T ∗2 = T2) then
14: computes: LH∗14 = LH∗2 ⊕ h(T

∗

2 )
15: Call Extract on LH∗17 and get rsn∗← Reveal(LH∗17)
16: compute: LH∗18
= TrsnTrsc(h(SNIDj||Sj)∗||h(Gwk )||h(RIDi||RPWi))
modq

17: if (LH∗19 = LH19) then
18: get the shared session key among user, gateway and

sensor node.
19: else return 0
20: end if
21: else return 0
22: end if
23: else return 0
24: end if
25: else return 0
26: end if
27: else return 0
28: end if

VI. INFORMAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, through the informal security analysis and
discussion we show that our proposed scheme is robust and
is able to withstand various attacks.

A. USER ANONYMITY
Our proposed scheme provides the anonymity for the user
identity in the exchange of transmitted information. The user
computes RIDi = h(IDi||ri) in the registration section and
LH9 = h(T1||LH1||LH2) in the login section. The aggres-
sor cannot get the ri because of the one-way hash function
and cannot obtain the g because of the discrete logarithm.
So, our proposed scheme fulfill the characteristics of user
anonymity.
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B. SENSOR NODE ANONYMITY
Sensor node anonymity is that the sensor node’s authentic
identity is concealed. In our proposed scheme, the sensor
node’s real identity SNIDj does not save any information, and
any aggressor is unable to get the sensor node’s real identity
straight from the communication information. Because the
sensor node registration is executed in a secure off-line envi-
ronment prior to their deployment in the target topology area,
without knowing the private key of the RC and the identity
of target gateway node, it is impractical for the aggressor to
get the authentic identity saved in Sj = h(SNIDj||GWIDk ||c).
So, our proposed scheme fulfill the characteristics of sensor
node anonymity.

C. MUTUAL AUTHENTICATION
Mutual authentication denotes that the user, the gateway
node and the sensor node in UANs are able to authenticate
each other. In the user registration section, after getting the
registration request message (RIDi,RPWi), the gateway node
generates a random digit g and computes {LH0,LH1,LH2}.
In the user login section, the SC inspects that the equation
LH∗5 = LH5 is true or not. If the equation is true, the iden-
tity and password are validated successfully. Then, the SC
produces a random digit rsc and computes LH6,KU−G,LH7,
LH8,LH9,LH10. The SC dispatches the login request mes-
sage {LH6,LH10,T1} to the gateway node.
In the authentication and key management section,

the gateway node computes KU−G, decrypts LH10 with
KU−G, and then obtains {LH7,LH8,LH9}. The gateway node
inspects that the equation LH∗9 = LH9 is true or not. If the
equations holds, the user is validated successfully. After
that, the gateway node computes KG−S ,LH12,LH13,LH14
and dispatches message {LH15,T2} to the sensor node. The
sensor node computes KG−S , decrypts LH15 with KG−S ,
and then obtains {LH12,LH13,LH14,LH6}. The sensor node
inspects that the equation LH∗14 = LH14 is true or not.
If the equations holds, the gateway node is validated suc-
cessfully. Then, the sensor node produces a random digit rsn
and computes LH18,LH19,LH20. The sensor node dispatches
the message {LH17,LH19,LH20,T3} to the gateway node.
After getting the message, the gateway node inspects that
the equation LH∗19 = LH19 is true or not. If the equa-
tions holds, the sensor node is validated successfully. The
gateway node computes LH21,LH22, and dispatches mes-
sage {LH21,LH22,LH17,T4} to the user. After getting the
message {LH21,LH22,LH17,T4}, the user inspects that the
equation LH∗22 = LH22 is true or not. If the equation is true,
the user validates both the gateway node and the sensor node
successfully.

D. INSIDER/USER IMPERSONATION ATTACK
In our proposed scheme, an aggressor is unable to imitate
the user. Supposing an inner aggressor intends to imitate the
user, he needs to get LH9 = h(T1||LH1||LH2), LH10 =

EKU−G (LH7||LH8||LH9), in other words, an inner aggressor

requires to get the secret value {rsc, g,RIDi,RPWi}. Only
the legal user is aware of the values {rsc, ri, rp}, and the
gateway node will compute and inspect LH9. It is impractical
for the inner aggressor to get the precise values {rsc, ri, rp} in
polynomial time. Therefore, the aggressor is unable to imitate
the user because he is unable to get the precise secret values
from the transmitted information between the user and the
gateway node. Similarly, the aggressor is unable to imitate
other communications.

E. SESSION KEY ATTACK
After finishing the mutual authentication, our scheme negoti-
ates a robust session key SK = LH18 = TrsnTrsc(h(SNIDj
||Sj)||h(Gwk )||h(RIDi||RPWi)) mod q to transmit informa-
tion safely. As we can see, the session key is shielded by
hash function, DLP and DHP. If an aggressor plans to get
the session key, he is obliged to get the covert parameters
{SNIDj, Sj,Gwk ,RIDi,RPWi, q, rsc, rsn}. In order to get the
aforementioned parameters, an aggressor must try various
ways to get {SNIDj, c,GWIDk , IDi, ri,PWi, rq, q, rsc, rsn},
it is impractical to the get aforementioned parameters in
polynomial time. Hence, the session key in our proposed
scheme is safe enough.

F. REPLAY ATTACK
In our proposed scheme, we apply the timestamp method
to guarantee the freshness of transmitted messages. If an
aggressor transmits the captured history information to
the communication partner, the session will be ter-
minated instantaneously, because the threshold time is
greater than 1T . If an aggressor fabricates the trans-
mitted information {LH17,LH19,LH20,T3} in the public
channel with the current timestamps Ta, he first gets
{rsn, rsc, SNIDj, Sj, Gwk , RIDi, RPWi, T2}. Nevertheless,
it is impractical to get the aforementioned parameters in
polynomial time. Even though the aggressor fabricates the
transmitted information {LH17,LH19,LH20,T3}, the gateway
node will inspect that the equation LH∗19 = LH19 is true or
not. Similarly, the aggressor is unable to replay or fabricate
other information flows. Hence, Our proposed scheme is able
to boycott replay attacks.

G. SMART CARD LOSS ATTACK
In our proposed scheme, we use smart card to achieve
mutual authentication. So, we ought to consider the sit-
uation that the smart card is lost. The SC include
{h(),LH1,LH2,LH3,LH4,LH5}, where, LH1 = h(RIDi||
RPWi) ⊕ h(RPWi||g), LH2 = h(Gwk ) ⊕ h(RIDi||RPWi),
LH3 = ri ⊕ h(IDi||PWi), LH4 = rp ⊕ h(IDi||PWi),LH5 =

h(RIDi||ri) ⊕ h(RPWi||ri), ri, rp and g are the random digits
produced by the user and the gateway node separately. If the
parameters are divulged, the aggressor has no opportunity to
get any valuable information about LH2, because he cannot
crack the RC to get the private key c and also has no chance to
get identity and password from LH1, because he cannot invert
the hash function in a valid polynomial time. In summary,
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even though the smart card is lost, our proposed scheme is
still robust and can boycott the smart card loss attack.

H. TRACEABILITY ATTACK
Traceability is that an aggressor can follow the sensor node
and the user in diverse sessions section. The sensor node
produces random digit rsn and computes Trsn(x) mod q.
The user produces random digit rsc and computes
Trsc(x) mod q. Finally, the session key between the user
and the sensor node is LH18 = TrsnTrsc(h(SNIDj||Sj)
||h(Gwk )||h(RIDi||RPWi)) mod q. The diverse users have
diverse RIDi,RPWi and the different sensor nodes have
diverse SNIDj, Sj, which makes the session key is different in
different communications. It is impractical for the aggressor
to trace the user and the sensor node. Therefore, our proposed
scheme can boycott the tracking attacks against the user and
the sensor node.

I. DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACK
In our proposed scheme, we devise a smart card pre-
authentication mechanism during the login section to inspect
the legitimacy of user at the login terminal. After inserting
SC into the card reader of a specific terminal device, the user
inputs his identity IDi and password PWi. The SC computes
r∗i = LH3 ⊕ h(IDi||PWi), r∗p = LH4 ⊕ h(IDi||PWi),RID∗i =
h(IDi||r∗i ), RPW

∗
i = h(PWi||r∗p ),LH

∗

5 = h(RID∗i ||r
∗
i ) ⊕

h(RPW ∗i ||r
∗
i ) and compares the value LH∗5 with the locally

stored value LH5. Only all the information is correct,
the equation LH∗5 = LH5 hold. The SC can directly inspect
the validity of the user without transmitting any information.
Denial of service attack cannot be implemented by con-
tinuously inputting false identity and password. Therefore,
through the smart card pre-authentication mechanism, our
protocol is able to boycott denial of service attack.

J. GATEWAY BY PASS ATTACK
Supposing an aggressor succeed in catching the mes-
sage {LH15,T2} transmitted from the gateway node to
the sensor node in public channel, where LH15 =

EKG−S (LH12||LH13||LH14||LH6). Subsequently, the aggres-
sor fabricates the other message {LH15,T2} and dispatches
to the destination node. If the sensor node treats the
message {LH∗15,T2} as legitimate information, the aggres-
sor successfully masquerade himself as a legal gate-
way. Nevertheless, if the aggressor wants to compute
{LH∗15,T2}, he has to compute KG−S = TSjTg(x) mod
q,LH12 = h(Sj) ⊕ h(RIDi||RPWi), LH13 = h(SNIDj) ⊕
h(Gwk ),LH14 = LH2 ⊕ h(T2). However, the calcula-
tion of LH12,LH13 and LH14 must depends on param-
eters {RIDi,RPWi, Sj}, {SNIDj,Gwk}, {RIDi,RPWi,Gwk}
respectively. It is apparent that the aggressor is unable
to acquire the aforementioned parameters because of the
property of the irreversible hash function, DLP and DHP.
Similarly, the aggressor is unable to fabricate other gateway
nodes information flows. Therefore, our proposed scheme
can boycott the gateway by pass attack.

K. NODE CAPTURE ATTACK
Supposing an aggressor succeed in catching a sensor node
stochastically in the destination field. As the sensor nodes
are not loaded with tamper-resistant hardware, the aggressor
is able to acquire all the secret information stored in the
sensor node containing the random digit rsn, Sj and session
key. In our proposed scheme, every sensor node has its own
identity SNIDj and related Sj. The session key is produced
by using the random digits rsn and rsc. Every session key
is diverse between the user and the sensor node. The sensor
node is dispatched with (SNIDj, Sj) prior to their deployment
in the target topology area and the aggressor is able to acquire
the secret information (SNIDj, Sj) of the captured sensor node
merely. Nevertheless, Other sensor nodes that are not caught
are still able to safely exchange information with the lawful
users. Consequently, the caught sensor node will not divulge
any useful information about the other non-caught sensor
nodes. Hence, our proposed scheme can boycott the node
capture attack.

L. MAN-IN-THE-MIDDL ATTACK
Man-in-the-middle attack means that an aggressor masquer-
ades himself as a legal participant in the process of authenti-
cation. In our proposed scheme, M3 is information from the
sensor node to the gateway node. If the aggressor is intends to
disguises himself as a legitimate sensor node, he needs to con-
struct the message {LH17,LH19,LH20,T3}, where LH20 =

h(SNIDj||Sj)⊕ h(T3), LH19 = h(LH18||h(SNIDj||Sj)||h(T2)),
in other words, the aggressor needs to gain initial values
{SNIDj,GWIDk , c, IDi, ri,PWi, rp, rsc, rsn}. Among them,
ri and rp are random digits that cannot be completed by
random guessing at the same time. It is impractical for the
aggressor to compute the parameters {c, rsc, rsn} in polyno-
mial time according to DLP and DHP. Besides, the aggres-
sor is unable to compute the SK = LH18 = TrsnTrsc
(h(SNIDj||Sj)||h(Gwk )||h(RIDi||RPWi)) mod q, because the
rsc and rsn are provisionally produced random digits in every
session. Therefore, the aggressor cannot masquerade himself
as a legal participant and our proposed scheme is able to
boycott the man-in-the-middle attack.

M. PERFECT FORWARD SECURITY
In our proposed scheme, the session key between the user and
the sensor node is computed: RIDi = h(IDi||ri), RPWi =

h(PWi||rp),Gwk = h(GWIDk ||c),LH6 = Trsc(x) mod q,
LH17 = Trsn(x) mod q, SK = LH18 = TrsnTrsc(h(SNIDj||Sj)
||h(Gwk )||h(RIDi||RPWi)) mod q.
Even though the private key of gateway node g is divulged,

an aggressor is unable to get rsc and rsn to calculate the
session key between the user and the sensor node. The
session key depends on the DLP and DHP. An aggres-
sor is unable to get rsn from LH17 = Trsn(x) mod q
and rsc from LH6 = Trsc(x) mod q in polynomial time.
Hence, our proposed scheme is able to offer perfect forward
security.
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N. INTEGRITY OF INFORMATION
In our proposed scheme, we apply encryption and verification
to guarantee the integrity of the transmitted information.
In our tripartite mutual authentication scheme, the dispatched
information from the user to the gateway node is encrypted
with KU−G and verified by LH9. The dispatched information
from the gateway node to the sensor node is encrypted with
KG−S and verified by LH14. The dispatched information from
the sensor node to the gateway node is verified by LH19. The
dispatched information from the gateway node to the user
is verified by LH22. If any bit information is lost or wrong
during transmission, the equation fails and the receiver will
reject the request and terminate the session instantaneously.
Therefore, our proposed scheme is able to guarantee the
integrity of the transmitted information.

O. SOUND REPARABILITY AND SCALABILITY
In our scheme, the user is able to change his primitive pass-
word PWi to a new password PW new

i freely and safely and
the completion of passwordmodification does not require any
aid from the gateway node. Furthermore, the aggressor has no
ability to revise the password even thought he gains the smart
card and the password, which is because the inexact password
and random digit will be inspected the equation LH∗5 .
After forming the underwater wireless sensor network,

a new node is likely to be putted in the target topology area
because the sensor nodes are small devices with confining
energy. For the sake of adding new nodes to the target topol-
ogy area, the RC executes the sensor node registration section
in a safe off-line environment prior to their deployment in
the target topology area. Therefore, the RC can successfully
put the new sensor nodes into the target topology area after
carrying out the 4.3 section. In conclusion, our proposed
scheme realizes the sound reparability and scalability.

P. TIMELY ERROR DETECTION
In our proposed scheme, no matter what is wrong, the scheme
will detect it timely. In the login section, we devise a smart
card pre-authentication mechanism to inspect the legitimacy
of the user at the login terminal. In the authentication and
key agreement section, the first message is from the user to
the gateway node, the second is from the gateway node to the
sensor node, the third is from sensor node to the gateway node
and the last message is from the gateway node to the user.
When the gateway node gets the message from the user, if in
step1 T2 − T1 > 1T and in step4 LH∗9 6= LH9, the scheme
will timely detect error and terminates communication instan-
taneously. When the sensor node obtains the message from
the gateway node, if in step6 T3 − T2 > 1T and in step9
LH∗14 6= LH14, the scheme will timely detect that there is
something wrong and terminate the communication at once.
When the gateway node receives the message from the sensor
node, if in step11 T4−T3 > 1T and in step13 LH∗19 6= LH19,
the scheme will timely detect that the message is not right
and terminates the communication right away. When the user

acquires the message from the gateway node, if in step15
T5 − T4 > 1T and in step18 LH∗22 6= LH22, the scheme will
timely detect that the message is incomplete and terminate
the communication immediately. In summary, our proposed
scheme has the ability to detect errors timely.

VII. COMPARISON
This section contrasts our proposed scheme with other cor-
relative schemes [15], [39], [20], [19], [40] in the aspects of
security, computation and storage in the login and authentica-
tion sections, which are analyzed in 7.1 security comparison,
7.2 computation comparison and 7.3 storage comparison in
detail. The reason why we choose these schemes for compar-
ison is that these schemes are all three-party communication
based on chaotic map.

A. SECURITY COMPARISION
In this portion, we will contrast the security of our pro-
posed scheme with other schemes [15], [39], [20], [19], [40]
in table 8.

TABLE 8. The security comparison.

As shown in the table 8, our proposed scheme is able
to boycott multiple attacks and meet more security goals
contrasted with other previous schemes [15], [39], [20],
[19], [40]. Our scheme and the other schemes both have
ability to meet S8 and S15,while the other schemes all have
no ability to meet S2, S12 and S13. Schemes [15], [40] cannot
resist man-in-middle attack, and also schemes [20], [19], [40]
will suffer from the gateway by pass attack. Our proposed
scheme and scheme [2] can avoid denial of service attack,
while schemes [15], [19], [40] will sustain traceability attack.
Schemes [39], [20] fail to withstand replay attack and perfect
forward security, while schemes [20], [19] are subjected to
smart card loss attack. Schemes [15], [19] fail to resist insider
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TABLE 9. Computation comparison.

TABLE 10. Storage comparison.

FIGURE 2. Computation comparison.

attack and only scheme [15] cannot withstand user imperson-
ation attack. Only scheme [15] and our scheme realize timely
error detection function. Only scheme [39] and our scheme
achieve sensor node anonymity, while only scheme [19] do
not implement user anonymity.

B. COMPUTATION COMPARISION
In this portion, we will contrast the computation of our pro-
posed scheme with other schemes [15], [39], [20], [19], [40]
in table 9 and figure 2. Since the time for computing XOR
operation and string concatenation is ignored as compared
with the other operations[16], [26], [40], we only consider
the time to calculate one-way hash function, Chebyshev
polynomial and symmetric key encryption/ decryption. For
comparing the computation cost with other schemes, all
operations were implemented at IDEA jdk 1.8.0_60 using
an Intel(R)Core(TM)i5-42102M CPU @ 2.60GHz with 8G

memory in win7 64-bit. The computational times of hash
function, Symmetric encryption/decryption and Chebyshev
polynomial are approximately 0.033ms, 0.21ms and 0.46ms
respectively.

Since the scheme [39] only employ the hash function
and symmetric key encryption/ decryption operations,
scheme [39] takes the least time. Although the scheme [40]
merely apply the hash function and chaotic maps,
the computing time is still longer than scheme [15].
Schemes [15], [20], [19] and our proposed scheme all require
hash function, chaotic maps and symmetric key encryption/
decryption three operations to achieve mutual authentication.
Compared with the schemes [15], our scheme needs more
time to completemutual authentication. However, the number
of exchange messages in our scheme is four, scheme [15]
requires three messages exchange to accomplish mutual
authentication. Compared with the schemes [19], [20],
the computational scheme is more efficient and applies
UANs.

C. STORAGE COMPARISION
In this portion, we will contrast the storage of our proposed
scheme with other schemes [15], [39], [20], [19], [40] in the
login and authentication section in table 10 and figure 3.

We suppose that user identity and password are 64 bits,
the timestamp is 32 bits, the other values are all 128 bits.
In our scheme, the smart card contains the elements
{h(),LH1,LH2,LH3,LH4,LH5}, so the smart card storage
cost is 640(128 + 128 + 128 + 128 + 128) bits, which is
the same as schemes [15], [40], but lower than schemes [39].
The schemes [19], [20] do not make use of smart card.

User dispatches the message {LH6,LH10,T1} to the gate-
way node and the storage cost is 288(128 + 128 + 32) bits.
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FIGURE 3. Storage comparison.

User gets the message {LH21,LH22,LH17,T4} from the gate-
way node and the storage cost is 416(128+ 128+ 128+ 32)
bits.

Gateway node dispatches the message {LH15,T2} to the
sensor node and the cost is 160(128+32) bits. Gateway node
dispatches the message {LH21,LH22,LH17,T4} to the user
and the cost is 416(128 + 128 + 123 + 32) bits. Gateway
node gets the message {LH6,LH10,T1} from user and the
cost is 288(128 + 128 + 32) bits. Gateway node gets the
message {LH17,LH19,LH20,T3} from sensor node and the
cost is 416(128+ 128+ 128+ 32) bits.

Sensor node dispatches the message {LH17,LH19,

LH20,T3} to the gateway node and the cost is 416(128+128+
128+32) bits. Sensor node gets the message {LH15,T2} from
the gateway node and the cost is 160(128+ 32) bits.
Consequently, the total storage cost in our scheme

is 2560 bits. We also calculate the total storage of other
schemes in [15], [39], [20], [19], [40] separately. The
energy is mainly consumed for dispatching/getting the mes-
sage [41]. The total storage cost in our scheme is 2560bits,
which is higher than schemes [15], [39], but lower than
schemes [20], [19], [40]. Scheme [39] shows that scheme [15]
is vulnerable to sensor node impersonation attack and man-
in-the-middle attack. The number of transmitted messages
in scheme [39] is three, however, our scheme demands four
messages to finish mutual authentication, so our total storage
is slightly higher than scheme [39].

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we present a chaotic maps remote user authen-
tication and key agreement scheme for underwater acoustic
networks. Our scheme turns out to be robust and secure based
on the DLP and DHP. By applying the BAN logic and random
oracle model, we have certified that our scheme is able to
accomplish mutual authentication and negotiate session key
among the user, the gateway and the sensor node. We have
showed that our proposed scheme is safe and can meet ten
security requirements and seven security goals. Besides, our
scheme is more efficient compared with the other previous
schemes.
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